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Abstract 

Increasing access to large-scale, high-dimensional and non-stationary streams in many 

real applications has made it necessary to design new dynamic classification algorithms. 

Most existing approaches for the textual stream classification are able to train the model 

relying on labeled data. However, only a limited number of instances can be labeled in a real 

streaming environment since large-scale data appear at a high speed. Therefore, it is useful 

to make unlabeled instances available for training and updating the ensemble models. In this 

paper, we present a new ensemble framework with partial labeled instances for learning from 

the textual stream. A new semi-supervised cluster-based classifier is proposed as the sub-

classifier in our approach. In order to integrate these sub-classifiers, we propose an adaptive 

selection method. Empirical evaluation of textual streams reveals that our approach 

outperforms state-of-the-art stream classification algorithms. 

 

Keywords: Ensemble learning, Cluster-based classifier, Textual stream classification, 

Unlabeled data, Concept drift 

 

1. Introduction 

The growing availability of data in emails, publishing blogs and providing chatting rooms 

has made mining and learning from the textual streams increasingly dynamic. Textual stream 

classification has become a realistic and challenging problem because of three important 

characters of the stream [14]: the high-dimensional attribute of each instance, the infinite 

length (large amount) of the stream and the concept drift environment. High-dimensional 

attribute makes the classification task more difficult compared with low-dimensional data 

steam. The large-volume instances make manual labeling of data time consuming, thus only 

fraction of instances in streams are possible to be labeled. It is necessary to utilize unlabeled 

instances to aid classification. Concept drift is another character of textual stream, which is 

the change in the attribute or class distribution over the time [1, 3]. 

As textual stream classification has gained increasing attention, many algorithms have 

been proposed to classify evolving textual streams [3]. A set of promising approaches for 

textual stream classification are based on ensemble learning. These methods integrate a 

certain number of individual sub-classifiers to find the optimal prediction result. A new 

ensemble approach, Cluster Classifier Ensemble Model with partial labeled instances 
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(CCEM-PL) is proposed in this paper. We first propose a new cluster-based classifier 

algorithm (CC) as a sub-classifier in the model to deal with labeled and unlabeled training 

instances. Then these sub-classifiers are integrated in a proper method to accomplish the 

optimal prediction result. It is worth to point out that the unlabeled instances in our approach 

are divided into two classes: instances similar with labeled ones, and the others. If unlabeled 

instances are similar to labeled instances, they help to find more precise boundary between 

classes, whereas if they are dissimilar to labeled instances, they could correct the result or 

detect the new concept. During the ensemble process, we propose an adaptive selection 

method to select useful sub-classifiers.  A threshold is proposed to determine whether the sub-

classifier is too “old” to classify a new concept. The performance of CCEM-PL is 

experimented on several textual stream datasets in comparison to other four baseline 

ensemble models on Massive Online Analysis (MOA) platform [8]. Experimental results 

show that CCEM-PL delivers promising performance with respect to the average accuracy 

and the plotting accuracy. 

 

2. Related Work 

In various real life applications, textual stream is characterized by having the high-

dimensional feature space, a large number of instances and the concept drift. Many researches 

seek to overcome the classification in the concept drift environment [17-21, 7]. Only few 

algorithms focus on utilizing both labeled and unlabeled instances to train and update the 

classifiers. In the existing study, two kinds of semi-supervised learning are used to deal with 

the evolving environment [10]. The first one is using clustering methods to label unlabeled 

instances [3, 9, 10]. Another one is estimate the label of instances using expectation 

maximization algorithm [11]. In reference [12], a method using clustering algorithm is 

proposed. The sub-classifier in this method is a set of micro-clusters. To handle recurring 

concepts, reference [9] utilizes the clustering algorithm to label unlabeled instances. A semi-

supervised classification algorithm for data streams with concept drifts and unlabeled data 

(SUN) [13] is presented to extend reference [9]. SUN builds an incremental tree with concept 

clusters to labels unlabeled instances. To distinguish the concept drift from noise, a concept 

detection strategy is proposed in SUN based on deviations between current concept and 

historical ones. Zahra and Hamid [1] present semi-supervised ensemble learning (SSEL) 

which uses the majority vote of sub-classifiers to deal with both labeled and unlabeled 

instances. SSEL improve the self-training approach to improve the performance. 

Our new ensemble approach, CCEM-PL is proposed to handle textual streams with partial 

labeled instances. We proposed a new cluster-based classifier (CC) to deal with labeled 

and unlabeled instances and ensemble them based on a new voting method. The cluster 

node in CC is divided into labeled node with both labeled and unlabeled instances and 

unlabeled node with only unlabeled instances. The prediction results of CC are obtained 

by labeled node and unlabeled node, respectively. In our proposed CCs, unlabeled 

instances could help to obtain more precise boundary of labeled nodes according to 

cluster algorithm. Moreover, they could deal with the testing instances that are 

dissimilar to labeled instances and accomplish more accuracy result.  

 
3 Cluster Classifier Ensemble Model with Partial Labeled Instances 
(CCEM-PL) 

A new Cluster Classifier Ensemble Model with Partially Labeled instances (CCEM-PL) is 

presented in this section. This approach aims to handle textual stream classification in non-

stationary environment. The main steps are shown as follows: (1) Training. We build the sub-
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classifiers on the current labeled chunk and unlabeled chunk. So the original ensemble model 

can be constructed using the latest sub-classifiers. (2) Adaptive selection. Adaptively select a 

certain number of sub-classifiers to develop the optimal CCEM-PL. (3) Classifying. Predict 

the labels of the incoming testing instances (unlabeled instances in the latest chunk) by each 

sub-classifier. (4) Ensemble voting. Obtain the final label of the testing instances by our 

voting methods. 

It is worth pointing out that our proposed CCEM-PL contains the following key strategies 

to improve the performance of ensemble model: (1) Building a cluster-based classifier (CC) 

using labeled training instances and unlabeled testing instances. Compared with most of the 

existing stream classification algorithms using only historical labeled training chunks to build 

the sub-classifiers, CCEM-PL makes full use of unlabeled instances at the current time stamp 

to train the sub-classifiers. Our sub-classifier consists of two kinds of nodes: the node with 

partially labeled instances (called the real-node) and the node with unlabeled instances (called 

the virtual-node). The real-node should be formed by labeled instances and some unlabeled 

instances which are similar to labeled instances, while the virtual-node should be formed by 

all the unlabeled instances which are dissimilar to labeled instances. (2) Ensemble voting 

method. In particular, a testing instance obtains two local predictions by a certain CC, that is 

the prediction by real-node and the prediction by virtual-node. We combine these two kinds 

of predictions in the “useful” CCs to obtain the ensemble result. In comparetion to the virtual-

node, whose label relies on the performance of clustering algorithm, the real-node is more 

credible in the stability period since training these nodes depends on maximum precision and 

purity. However, as the virtual-node consists of the instances in the current chunk, it always 

represents the new concept. Therefore, we should integrate the predictions by both labeled 

node and unlabeled node of all the selected CCs in a certain weight to obtain the final 

prediction. The weight consists of two weights: accuracy weight associated with each CCs 

and the node weight to balance the result by real-node and by the virtual-node. 

 

4. Cluster-based Classifiers (CCs) Using Partially Labeled Instances 

In order to deal with a high-dimensional textual stream with partially labeled instances, we 

choose a new cluster-based classifier based on reference [5] as the sub-classifier of CCEM-

PL. The CC algorithm is an approach that combines the decision tree and the clustering 

algorithm. We define the purity of the node is the maximum sample-frequent for each class in 

the node [4, 5]. The Maximum Precision of the real-node is the precision for real-node. 

A typical training process of CC using labeled and unlabeled instances is as follows (See 

Algorithm 1): First, training instances are clustered into several clusters by k-means 

algorithm; Continue to split nodes when both the purity and the maximum precision of a 

cluster are less than a predefined threshold ( ( ) (m ax m ax )
i i

p u r p u r p re p re
 

   ). If the 

purity 0
i

p u r  , split nodes until the size of the cluster is lower than the 

predefined s ize s ize


 . Testing instances are classified by the Nearest Neighbor (NN) rule. 

Two predictions are obtained by labeled leaf and unlabeled Leaf. 
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Algorithm 1 Cluster-based Classifiers (CCs) 
using partially labeled instances 
Output: Cluster-based Classifier 

Input:  Dt: The data chunk at each time stamp, 

1

tr a in L U

t t t
D D D


  

p u r


: The threshold of purity 

m ax p re

: The threshold of precision 

s iz e

: the threshold of the number of a Cluster 

1: at the t-th time stamp 
2: initialize CC with X 

3 SELECT(Leafi ): 
For each Leafi 

4: CASE 1 
(0 ) (0 m ax m ax )

i i
p u r p u r p re p re

 
      

5: Cluster-based(Leafi) 
6: Grow(CC) based on Step 5. 

7: CASE 2 
( ) (m ax m ax )

i i
p u r p u r p re p re

 
    

8: Goto Step 3 
9: CASE 3 0

i
p u r   

10: If m axs ize s ize


 , 
11: Cluster-based(Leafi) 

12: Grow(SCC) based on Step 11. 
13: else 

14: Goto Step 3 
End if 

End case 
End for 

15: For each ( L

i
L e a f ) 

16: If m ins ize s ize


  
17: REMOVE ( L

i
L e a f ); 

Endfor 
15: For each ( L

i
L e a f ) 

16: PREDICT( L

i
L e a f ) based on m ax

i
p re  

Endfor 
17: For each U

i
L e a f  

18: PREDICT( U

i
L e a f ) based on SC 

19:Endfor. 

 

5. Selection method and Voting Method 
 

5.1. Selection Method and Accuracy Weight 

Selection method in our framework is used to select “good enough” CCs. We select these 

useful sub-classifiers according to the accuracy weight. When a new textual chunk arrives, we 

build a new sub-classifier by this chunk and add this sub-classifier to the original forest. To 

obtain the accuracy weight, we then estimate the accuracy of each sub-classifier using the 

latest chunk. If the value of this accuracy weight is higher than a certain threshold, these CCs 

are regarded as the useful sub-classifiers to predict the testing instances. Obviously, the 

number of sub-classifiers increases during the stable period. If the value of this accuracy 

weight is less than a certain threshold, we discard the useless historical sub-classifiers. After 
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selecting all useful CCs to obtain the individual prediction result, the ensemble prediction is 

obtained by voting method. 

We use the following equation to compute the accuracy weight: 

= 1

( )

i

i

M

i

i





 


 






, 

where M is the number of sub-classifiers,  
i

 is the accuracy of each tree using real-node, 

that is: 

L

ij ij

i

i j

l y

x



 , 

the threshold 


 is used to decide whether each tree is discarded or not. 

 

5.2. Voting Strategy 

We use two kinds of accuracy to ensemble the individual prediction by each CC. The first 

one is accuracy weight, which reflects the importance of each CC. The other one   is used to 

balance the individual result by real-node and virtual-node. A voting weight for the j-th 

testing instance is calculated as 

( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )
L U

i j i i j i i j
v f f    x x x , 

The ensemble prediction label can be set to the maximum value of ensemble 

function ( )
E

f
j

x , i.e., (see Algorithm 3), 

1

1 1

a rg m a x ( , ) a rg m a x ( ) ( )

a rg m a x ( (1 ) ( ) ( ) )

M

E

j l j l i j i j

i

M M

L U

l i i j i i j

i i

l f l v f

f f   



 

 

  



 

x x x

x x

 , 

 

6. Experiments 
 

6.1. Datasets 

We use the Spam Assassin Collection (Spam for short) [20], Spam-Enron stream, and 

Spam1 stream as the real-world textual stream. 9,324 instances with 500 attributes in the 

Spam corpus are arranged chronologically. According to the sigmoid function, we construct 

Spam-Enron stream by the Spam Assassin Collection and Enron Email Dataset. The Spam-

Enron stream consists of 125,000 instances and each instance contains 2044 attributes. We 

add another stream (Spam2 for short) by sampling 8100 instances from the Spam Assassin 

stream. 

When training CCEM-PL, we assume that 60% randomly chosen instances are labeled. In 

a comparison, for training baseline methods, all of the instances in the training chunk are 

labeled instances. For a fair comparison, the CCEM-PL and baseline methods share the same 

chunk size (See Table 1). 
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Table 1. The Properties of Textual Streams 

 The number 

of instances 

Size of 

attribute 

Training 

chunk 

Testing 

chunk 

The number 

of time 

stamps 

Spam 

Assassin 

9,324 500 300 300 30 

Spam-

Enron 

125,000 2,044 500 500 250 

Spam1 8,100 500 300 300 26 

 

6.2. Compared Models 

For comparison, our algorithm has been compared with four state-of-the-art ensemble 

algorithms, which are much related to our work. These algorithms are: Accuracy Weighted 

Ensemble (AWE) [6], Accuracy Updated Ensemble (AUE) [16], Leveraging Bag (LB), 

OzaBagAdwin (OZA). 

In our experiment, we choose Random Tree (RT), Random Forest (RF), Hoeffding Tree 

(HT for short), as basic learners. Since all these three sub-classifiers are used in AUE, AWE, 

LB, and OZA, respectively, 12 combined methods take part in comparison to CCEM-PL. All 

these algorithms are implemented in the Massive Online Analysis (MOA) framework [8]. We 

assign the cost function of SVM c = 1. The maximum number of sub-classifiers in all tested 

ensemble models to Mmax = 15 in the Spam-Enron stream, and to Mmax = 5 in the other 

streams. 

 

6.3. Results 

We experiment on 3 textual streams with concept drift. Evaluation measures in the 

comparative experiment involve averaged accuracy and plotting accuracy. 

Figure 1 shows the average accuracy of the 13 algorithms in spam stream. Our CCEM-PL 

model obtains the highest accuracy (89.68%) of all the tested algorithms. It achieves 3.09% 

accuracy improvement in comparison to the second best algorithm, AUE-RF. The other two 

algorithms with highest average accuracy are LB-HT (86.17%) and AUE-HT (83.08%). The 

plotting accuracy of these four algorithms is described in Figure 2. The curve of plotting 

accuracy of CCEM-PL is above the other three curves in most of the time. Though the 

plotting accuracy of CCEM-PL is lower than LB-HT at the first time stamp, it achieves better 

performances during the rest of the 29 time stamps. As seen in Figure 2, we can observe that 

the concept drift occurs at the second time stamp, where the plotting accuracy of these four 

algorithms drops abruptly. However, CCEM-PL is the least affected by concept drift, for the 

decrease of the plotting accuracy is only 12%. After the 2nd time stamp, the curves of all the 

algorithms tend to relatively stable. 
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Figure 1. Average Accuracy of Different Algorithms in Spam Stream 
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Figure 2. Average Accuracy of Different Algorithms in Spam Stream 

Figure 3 summarizes the average accuracy of different approaches in Spam-Enron stream. 

The average accuracy of CCEM-PL is higher than the other tested algorithms. The best four 

approaches’ (CCEM-PL, AUE-RF, LB-HT, OZA-RF) plotting accuracies are shown in 

Figure 4. As the fluctuation of the curve in CCEM-PL is relatively smaller than other 

methods, CCEM-PL accomplishes the better performance regarding to both average accuracy 

and plotting accuracy. The range of plotting accuracy in CCEM-PL is [35%,100%], while in 

AUE-RF and OZA-RF, the range of plotting accuracy is almost (0,100%). when a concept 

changes drastically, other tested approaches fall down even below the level of CCEM-PL at 

most of the time. In the periods of rebuilding concept, the plotting accuracy of other 

algorithms grows slowly. This indicates that these algorithms are difficult to react to new 

concepts, especially after an adrupt concept drift, while CCEM-PL is able to adapt to concept 

drifts well. 

The average accuracy in the Spam1 stream is shown in Figure 5. CCEM-PL gives the best 

result (91.13%) with respect to average accuracy, while AUE-RF (89.74%), LB-RF (84.28%) 

and AUR-RT (82.20%) are the second best level of methods. As observed from Figure 6, the 

plotting accuracy curve of CCEM-PL is above other curves during the first ten time stamps. 

However, the curve of LB-RF appears more stable than the other algorithms. The reason 

seems to be that the LB algorithm is based on incremental learning, which relies more on 

historical data. 

We summarize the experimental results of different approaches in terms of the average 

accuracy and plotting accuracy in three streams. As observed from experimental results, 

CCEM-PL achieves the highest average accuracy in comparison to all baseline algorithms in 

all the streams. Moreover, CCEM-PL keeps the higher performance with respect to plotting 

accuracy in most of the streams. 
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Figure 3. Average Accuracy of Different Algorithms in Spam-Enron Stream 
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Figure 4. Plotting Accuracy of Different Algorithms in Spam-Enron Stream 
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Figure 5. Average Accuracy of Different Algorithms in spam1 Stream 
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Figure 6. Plotting Accuracy of Different Algorithms in spam1 Stream 
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7. Conclusion 

In this paper, a new ensemble approach, CCEM-PL, is presented to deal with the textual 

stream classification with partial labeled instances and concept drift. This work involves the 

following aspects: 

We design a new Cluster-based Classifier (CC) as a sub-classifier to deal with labeled and 

unlabeled instances. 

We propose an adaptive selection method to select the better sub-classifiers and a voting 

method to obtain the ensemble prediction result. 

Experiments on textual streams are carried out to evaluate the performances of CCEM-PL, 

AUE, AWE, LB and OZA based on two evaluation metrics: average accuracy and plotting 

accuracy. The experimental results demonstrate that our model is more effective than other 

algorithms on most of the streams. 

In the future work, we plan to further extend our work in several aspects. We will improve 

our proposed algorithm by re-sampling the instances to remedy the model for noisy textual 

streams. 
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